
We make buildings smart



What is an efficient smart home?

1. Based on standard hardware equipment (e.g. KNX, Z-Wave)

2. Doesn’t make you dependable on 

manufacturer/installer

3. Enables advanced, customizable automation (what 

happens when certain parameters are met e.g. turn lighting and cooling off when 

your home is empty)

4. Upgradable



What is KNX?

● KNX is a worldwide standard for home automation. It 

exists since 1999 and was developed to allow products 

from various manufacturers to work seamlessly together.

● Globally there are more than:

500 

KNX MANUFACTURERS

8.000 

CERTIFIED KNX PRODUCTS

116.000 

CERTIFIED KNX INSTALLERS



What is ComfortClick system?

1. ComfortClick enables you to 

control all smart home devices

from a single app or with your 

voice. 

2. It offers limitless possibilities 

regarding automation of your 

home.    

3. Enables you to fully customize 

your app for smart home control. 
(use actual photos / layout of your home)



ComfortClick brings energy efficiency, 

comfort and safety to your smart home.



What is possible?

● ComfortClick can  help you reduce your energy 

consumption costs by more than 10%.

● Heating & cooling 

are automatically 

regulated 

according to the 

current indoor and 

outdoor 

temperature and 

occupancy of the 

building.



What is possible?

● No more irritating lowering of each shade individually during the 

evening and raising them in the morning. ComfortClick will do it 

according to sunrise and sunset and data from outdoor 

illumination sensors.

● When the alarm is armed ComfortClick will automatically turn 

off the lights, electrical sockets and reduce heating or air-

conditioning.

● While you’re away ComfortClick will randomly switch different 

lights on and off, thus creating an illusion someone is at home 

even when the house is empty.

● …and many more options.



Facts and Stats about ComfortClick

11
DISTRIBUTORS

42
PREMIUM 

INSTALLERS

75
EXPORTING 
COUNTRIES

ComfortClick products are controlling more than 30.000 

buildings all over the globe - both commercial & residential. 



Some interesting ComfortClick projects

Euphoria Resort, Crete, Greece

Smart Air Dome, Järvenpää, Finland

Mykonian Mare Boutique Hotel, Mykonos, 

Greece

Mallorca cathedral, Mallorca, Spain

Apartment Building Europe Palace, Astana, 

Kazakhstan

Mariino Residents, Tallinn, Estonia
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